I should for griefe and anguish.

CANTVS

Thomas Morley.

I should for griefe and anguish dye recureles, I should for griefe and anguish dye recureles, I should for griefe and anguish dye recureles, I should for griefe and anguish dye recureles.

Flora faire and sightly, clearer then is the Sunne, that shines so brightly. Cleer er than is the sunne that shines so bright ly, that

shines so bright ly. That day I mist my

Flora faire and sightly, clearer then is the sunne, that shines
so brightly. Cleer-er then is the Sunne that shines so bright-
ly. that shines so bright-ly. that shines so bright-ly.
I should for griefe and anguish.

TENOR.

I should for greife and anguish dye recureles, I should for greife and anguish dye recureles, I should for greife and anguish dye recureles, I should for greif and anguish dye recureless, that day I mist my Flora faire my Flora faire and sightly, cleerer then is the Sunne, that shines so brightly. Cleerer than is the sunne that shines so brightly, that shines so brightly. That shines so brightly. That day I mist my Flora faire my Flora faire and sightly, cleerer then is the sunne, that
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shines so brightly. Cleer-er then is the Sunne that shines so brightly. that
shines so brightly. that shines so brightly. That shines so brightly.
I should for griefe and anguish.

Thomas Morley.
less, that day I mist my Flo-ra faire and sight-
ly, Cleer-er then is the Sunne, that shines so bright-
ly, Cleer-er than is the Sunne, that shines so bright-
ly, that shines so bright-ly. That shines so bright-
ly. That day I mist my Flo-ra faire and sight-
so bright-ly. That day I mist my Flo-ra faire my Flo-ra faire
so bright-ly. That day I mist my Flo-ra faire my Flo-ra faire
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sight-ly, cleer-er then is the sunne, that shines
and sight-ly, cleer-er then is the sunne, that
so bright-ly. Cleer-er then is the Sunne that
shines so bright-ly. Cleer-er then is the Sunne that
shines so bright-ly. that shines so bright-
that shines so bright-ly. that shines so bright-
ly. that shines so bright-ly. that shines so bright-
ly. That shines so bright-ly.